
Code Product New :  rc@bolly.com.au Australian A$ 
(inc GST)

Export A$ 
(no GST)

UC-13 40% Extra A great looking 40% sized,  Extra style curved gear. Very strong. Not yet 
available …

n/a n/a

UC-14 Winged Gear White painted, "Winged" style, 2 part landing gear. Very stylish looks - adds to 
stabliity. soon

UC-7 F3A - 2000 Curved 'Sokhoi' looking design. Used on many different models up to 7kg. 
Carbon Fibre. $72.00 $65.45

UC-11 F3A - LONG Sweepback design with the longest (straight) legs in our range. Carbon fibre. $67.00 $60.91

UC-9 F3A - ELECTRIC Stylish new curved back shape, for all F3A models inc Electric (hence longer 
legs). Carbon Fibre. $66.00 $60.00

UC-6 F3A - WIDE Swept back design. Designed to suit 'medium bodied' 2 x 2 F3A models. 
Carbon Fibre. $64.00 $58.18

UC-10 F3A - CURVED Stylish curved (backwards) look to suit most F3A models. Carbon fibre. $65.00 $59.09

UC-5 F3A - LARGE A larger version of our original (std) swept back design. Excellent ground 
handling. Carbon Fibre. $61.00 $55.45

UC-4 F3A - STANDARD Our original swept back design, designed for .60 - .90 pattern. Carbon Fibre. $57.00 $51.82

UC-15 90 Pattern Lightweight, sweptback gear for use on 90 size sports and pattern models. 
Does not have our "square" foot, use WP-4 soon

UC-12 F2B - 60 Carbon Fibre plate style undercarriage for many uses, inc CL Stunt models. 
Straight leg. $32.00 $29.09

UC-3 F2B (orig) Swept back design. Great looks and excellent ground handling. Used for CL 
Stunt & small 3D models. $33.00 $30.00

UC-8 F2B - 40 Carbon Fibre, plate style undercarriage for .40 - .60 CL Stunt models etc. 
Straight leg. $31.00 $28.18

UC-2 FAI (pylon) undercarriage Flat plate style, straight legs, originally designed for FAI pylon. $27.00 $24.55

UC-1 QM (.21 pylon) undercarriage Flat plate style, straight legs, originally designed for QM pylon. $23.00 $20.91

WP-5 1/4 scale Laser WP - Carbon
Based on 1/4 scale Laser. Fits up to 90mm / 3.5" wheel. Carbon Fibre. Has 
recess on the inboard side to lock into a landing gear. $80.00 $72.73

WP-1 F3A Wheel Pants, CF
Standard design, for 70mm wheels. Designed to lock into our F3A 
undercarriage's 'foot'. Carbon Fibre & very strong. $59.00 $53.64

WP-2 F3A Wheel Pants, Glass
Standard design, for 70mm wheels. Designed to lock into our F3A 
undercarriage's 'foot'. Glass Fibre (clear). $39.00 $35.45

WP-3 F3A Small Wheel Pants - CF
Our latest & very attractive design, for 57mm wheels. Designed to lock into 
our F3A undercarriage's 'foot'. Carbon Fibre & strong. $54.00 $49.09

WP-4 57mm Wheel Pants - Glass
Very similar to our F3A Small WP design but plain, without the "footer" 
section on one side. 57mm wheels, Glass fibre only $34.00 $30.91

WP-6 F3A Small WP - GLASS
Glass fibre version of our F3A Small design for 57mm wheels. Designed to lock 
into our F3A undercarriage's 'foot'. $36.00 $32.73

WP-5B 1/4 scale Laser WP - White As per the std part, but in a WHITE painted (2 pack) finish. $89.00 $80.91

WP-1B F3A WP, CF, White As per the std part, but in a WHITE painted (2 pack) finish. $65.00 $59.09

WP-2B F3A WP, Glass, White As per the std part, but in a WHITE painted (2 pack) finish. $45.00 $40.91

WP-3B F3A Small WP - CF, White As per the std part, but in a WHITE painted (2 pack) finish. $60.00 $54.55

WP-4B 57mm WP - Glass, White As per the std part, but in a WHITE painted (2 pack) finish. $40.00 $36.36

WP-6B F3A Small WP - GLASS, White As per the std part, but in a WHITE painted (2 pack) finish. $42.00 $38.18

Bolly : Landing Gear Price List
Bolly : Landing Gear Products are made from top quality Epoxy Resin & Carbon Fibres.

Wheel Pants are sold as pairs, all but the 57mm versions have a recess on the side to lock into the landing gear

Also Available.  Dave Brown Lite Flite Wheels (2 1/4, 2 1/2, 2 3/4, 3, 3 1/2"), Du-Bro Axles, Nylon undercarriage mounting bolts.

Most UC are 1 piece, it is common to cut gear in half and spread (or shorten) to fit fueslage width A$1 = US$0.66
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